ATM Distributor

Cost reduction by
centralising the
distribution from a
central location

ATMInsight
Distributor is
independant of ATM
driving switch
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Automated mass distribution
of software, graphics,
software updates and branding
updates

ATM Distributor

TRANSFER INFORMATION TO YOUR ATMS - QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY
WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR DESK

Update the entire fleet of ATMs with the latest
Software, Branding and Marketing updates
ATMInsight Distributor is a banks to centrally manage the
software distribution tool for remote distribution of software and
management of ATM software, marketing updates to its ATM fleet.
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your ATMs - quickly and efficiently
ATMInsight Distributor allows
without leaving your desk.

ATMInsight Distributor is a highly
effective tool to update the entire fleet
of ATMs with the latest software,
branding and marketing updates

Key features and benefits:

Reduce Costs
By centrally updating ATMs
there is no need to visit ATMs
or use other manual methods
to transfer information.

Efficiency & Speed



Automated mass simultaneous distribution of software, graphics, software updates
and branding updates

The entire fleet of ATMs can be
updated in a single operation
simultaneously—faster than the
operating system methods.



Cost reduction by centralising the distribution from a central location

Faster Technology



Dynamically update ATM graphics, audio files, branding, etc. centrally



Secure and fast (faster than Windows system copy methods or using ATM Switch
connection)



ATMInsight Distributor is independent of ATM driving Switch

Guaranteed to be faster than
Windows system copy methods
by using unique compression
technology.
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